Nagnoi celebrates its 15th Anniversary
in the technology and business consulting industry
Nagnoi LLC, a leading systems integrator and business intelligence company, celebrates its 15th
Anniversary this year. The celebration comes with an aggressive plan to expand its services to the
United States.
In 2002, Nestor Figueroa and Miguel Colom-Mena established the company with the vision of
being pioneers in the development of business intelligence solutions in Puerto Rico. During the
past 15 years, Nagnoi has successfully developed hundreds of solutions for well-known
companies in numerous industries such as government, health, automotive, education, food
distribution, media, among others. Today, Nagnoi is focused on developing its own products for
the healthcare industry and exporting them to the United States.
"Excellent opportunities have emerged to expand our services within and outside the island. Our
goal for 2017 is to have a more active participation in the United States market in our area of
expertise", said Miguel Colom-Mena, principal and co-founder of Nagnoi.

Nagnoi introduced its first product, STARSTrack, in 2012 addressing the need of Medicare
Advantage health plans to monitor the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Five
Star Quality Rating Program. Now, STARSTrack is well positioned in Puerto Rico’s health plans
market with clients like MCS, MMM and Triple-S and has helped all three of them to achieve a 4
out of 5 star quality rating.

Nagnoi continues to innovate within the healthcare market by developing other solutions such
as OneX, an enterprise Data Warehouse built to integrate, store "a single version of the truth",
and analyze patterns and trends in healthcare data.
"All of our achievements are a result of the effort we make with our team of professionals. We
motivate them to be constantly searching for innovative solutions to remain competitive”, added
Nestor Figueroa, co-founder. "This entails nurturing a corporate culture that fosters creativity
and that, in turn, has the capacity for global integration”, concluded Figueroa.

Colom-Mena and Figueroa remain firm in their philosophy of supporting professionals who
decide to develop in the Island. "In our company, we bet on local talent. We have exceptional
professionals who are experts in business intelligence and technology. Several of our employees
are well-known figures that influence thousands globally in their respective fields. We have seen
young talents grow and stand out in the information technology arena and being recognized
internationally”, added Colom-Mena.

About Nagnoi:

Founded in 2002, Nagnoi has a trajectory of excellence that has been internationally recognized
on multiple occasions. Nestor Figueroa and Miguel Colom-Mena are its founding partners. In
2011, Nagnoi was awarded Worldwide Business Intelligence Company of the Year and in 2013
and 2014, the Health Partner of the Year Award, both by Microsoft Corporation. In 2012, Nagnoi
was included in the Forrester Research Business Intelligence Service Provider Shortlist. In 2016,
the Chamber of Commerce of Puerto Rico granted the 2016 Zenit: Emerging Healthcare
Technology award to Nagnoi. For more information, visit www.nagnoi.com.

